The evolution of HIV during acute infection is often considered a neutral process. Recent 10 analysis of sequencing data from this stage of infection, however, showed high levels of shared 11 mutations between independent viral populations. This suggests that selection might play a 12 role in the early stages of HIV infection. We adapted an existing model for random evolution 13 during acute HIV-infection to include selection. Simulations of this model were used to fit 14 a global mutational fitness effects distribution (MFED) to sequencing data of the env gene 15 of individuals with acute HIV infection. Measures of sharing between viral populations were 16
to the rapid expansion and absence of immune response, which is the main evolutionary pressure 48 on HIV during infection. Keele et al. (2008) and Lee et al. (2010) showed that sequence patterns . The beneficials only model has 2 free parameters (f b , λ), the beneficials and lethals model has 3 free parameters (f l , f b , λ), the log-normal model has 3 free parameters (f l , µ, σ). The 5 spikes model has 7 free parameters (
to zero in any of the models. 134 We use ABC-SMC (Approximate Bayesian Computation using Sequential Markov Sampling) 135 to do simultaneous model selection and parameter estimation. The SMC procedure start with a set 136 of parameters for all models, where all models are equally represented. For each parameter set a 137 simulation is performed and those simulations whose distance to the data is below a threshold are For the top-2 models, enough simulations were accepted to use for parameter estimation. The log-normal model has slightly fewer beneficials (4.5% vs 5.2% in the 'lethals and beneficials' This is the product of the entries in the fitness table for all positions in the sequence. Every new 303 offspring sequence acquires new mutations according to mutation rate µ and substitution matrix M.
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Optionally, the G-to-A mutation rate can be increased x-fold to simulate APOBEC-mediated G-to-
305
A hypermutation.The population is capped to 10000 sequences, as this is the effective population 306 size of HIV. Once the number of sequences exceeds this cap, 10000 sequences are randomly sampled occurrence of mutations is a similar measure, this time from the point of view of the mutations.
It measures in how many populations each mutation is present. These numbers are then sorted and categorized. For the summary statistics, the following five categories are used: the number
